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Speaker and author Karen O'Connor urges her post-fifty close friends to "laugh and like all the
way home to the Father's house.Gettin' Aged Ain't for Wimps overflows with candor and assists
the boomin' baby boomer market celebrate with:funny stories of the antics and adventures of
getting older"conversations with God" for a deeper prayer lifehopeful words for the difficult
timesFor anyone who has already traded in their wimp position for a more courageous living or
those still wondering about the near future, this delightful browse affirms that the latter decades
are filled up with God's guarantees and joys." With humor and wisdom, Karen shares personal
and gathered tales about the blessings of surviving and surpassing middle-age.
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It makes me feel good knowing we all have been in this together I got this as a gift for a friend.
The book will make her laugh and is usually full of stories we both can relate to. It makes me feel
good knowing we are all in this together. It was good to learn similar stories to issues I
experience and laugh along with Karen. It had been opened when I got it. It is a nice book
nonetheless it gets just a little monotonous. It isn't a depressing reserve about getting older. It
isn't a depressing publication about ... The cover said "tickle your funny bone". Expected it to
become humorous but didn't find it to be humorous at all. The cover said "tickle your funny
bone". I simply expected to laugh. I wanted to give it as a gift to a 90 season old female who has
a great love of life but determined against it. Very funny writing style I bought this book as one of
my Christmas gifts for my Mom. Needs help. We laugh. I loved it so much I purchase this reserve
for my close friends. The book is written in devotional format (anecdote, verse and prayer) with
lighthearted humor. One Star Very inappropriate "humor" Funny book Good book.
Understanding how to laugh rather than take life so significantly is ideal for health and
happiness. Two Stars Wasn't at all what I actually expected. She adores the book, and offers
been asked to talk about it when completed by several of her friends. It would appear that one
end had not been sealed. Surprise Funny. Good reading. Five Stars Grandpa has enjoyed reading
this. When I examine Getting Old Ain't for Wimps it got a lot easier. Great discussion at
appropriate time. Getting Aged Just Got Easier Getting old is the hardest thing I've ever
performed. When you are in your sixties one need to laugh a lot. Body surprises are
continuously taking place. Oh Boy. Oh so true. One Star really didn't benefit from the "humor"
Karen O'Connor is a wonderful author with an excellent sense of humour Karen O'Connor is an
excellent author with a great feeling of humour, which she shares in her "getting Old" or "Golden
Years" books.
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